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The others weren’t resigned to being left behind as they all started to chase up, dashing towards the 

mystic region. 

Li Moying however, wasn’t in a hurry. This wasn’t going to the market to buy vegetables. Surely it didn’t 

mean that being the first few would guarantee fresh vegetables right? If they really thought in that way, 

then wouldn’t that be a little too naïve! 

There were plenty of dangers and various changes in mystic regions and in order to obtain a huge 

chance, to gain a rapid promotion required both luck and ability, which if either one was lacking, it 

would just not do. 

He held his fiancée’s little hand as they walked in a neither fast nor slow pace, with the shadow guards 

following right behind them. 

The few of them were already at the end of the group. 

“Moying!” 

Just as they were prepared to enter, Li Moying was suddenly called out by someone. 

He turned back and saw Murong De standing right behind him bearing an anxious look. 

“Moying, the mystic region is filled with dangers and because our Celestial Light Sect had obtained 

seventy percent quota this time round there is a large number of disciples who entered the mystic 

region. But because of this reason, there are many disciples whose ability are much lower have also 

entered the mystic region so we don’t know if they are able to adapt to the dangers of the mystic 

region. And although Green Cloud Sect’s numbers are much lower, but I suspect they have an internal 

map in their hands and if our Sect’s disciples were to meet with them, it would be extremely 

dangerous…..” 

Li Moying understood his unspoken meaning as he said indifferently, “Master’s meaning is, for me to 

take care of our Sect’s disciples?” 

Murong De hurriedly replied, “Exactly! I also know that you might not be able to take care of so many 

people but at the very least, try to keep an eye on your Junior Brothers and Junior Sisters.” 

Murong De’s worry wasn’t out of nowhere. 

This time, both his daughters, Murong Fei and Murong Ni were among those who had entered the 

Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region. This fact made him, their father, felt really lucky but at the same time 

saddled with worries. 

In the ancient mystic region, chances and dangers co-existed. 

If both of his daughters got into trouble, how was he going to explain to his dead wife? 



Especially Murong Ni, she was only at fourth stage realm cultivation and originally she would absolutely 

not be her turn to enter the Mystic Region. But as there were too any quota, that was why she had the 

chance but that also meant that the chances of her getting into an accident was much higher! 

Li Moying narrowed his eyes slightly, “Master, you should be very clear that in order to obtain rewards 

in the mystic region, it would depend on one’s own ability and luck before they could roam about in the 

mystic region! The more critical the situation, the more possibility to obtain a heavenly chance. If they 

thought of getting my protection, then they would probably not reap any rewards so they might as well 

not go take the risk in the mystic region!” 

Murong De was momentarily speechless. 

Of course he understood whatever Li Moying had said right? He was only unable to rest his heart… 

Li Moying paused for a moment and said, “I will take note of both Junior Sisters’ situation but as danger 

lurks all around the mystic region, I’m afraid that most of my time will be on self-protection, so I won’t 

have the extra energy to protect them.” 

Murong De heard his reasonable and logical explanation and could only sigh, “Never mind, whether it’s 

a chance or a disaster, it would depend on their own fate! Quickly go in, the activation time of the 

mystic region is going to be over!” 

Li Moying nodded as he pulled Huang Yueli’s small hand and walked into the black hole without turning 

back. 

… 

After a short span of time passing through the black hole, Huang Yueli felt that all she could see was 

darkness, as though she was swallowed entirely in endless darkness and her body floating without any 

source of support. 

Immediately following that, she felt a warm sensation on her hand. 

That was Li Moying holding on tightly to her hand! Not refusing to loosen! 

Huang Yueli instantly felt secured as the flustered feeling in her heart was gone. 
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No matter where or when, as long as Li Moying was by her side, it made her feel extremely secured, as 

though there was nothing that her man could not handle. 

Huang Yueli quickly regained her balance and steadied her footsteps as she followed Li Moying slowly 

moving forward. 

Not long later, the darkness slowly disappeared. 

It suddenly lit up brightly and the minute Huang Yueli opened her eyes, she realised that they were 

already at a picturesque location with beautiful scenery. 



She turned her head back once again and saw that the black hole behind them had disappeared and all 

the disciples who had the quota to enter the mystic region had all entered while the entrance had 

officially closed up. 

This meant that this bunch of people here were shut in this mystic region and they were to spend an 

entire month’s time here. 

Young disciples sat in groups of three to five on the lush green grass but they were not admiring the 

scenery. On the contrary…. They were throwing up while clutching their chests! 

Right before they entered the mystic region, which one of them weren’t filled with ambition and lofty 

ideas, thinking that the minute they entered this legendary ancient mystic region, they would 

immediately go on a lucky strike, obtaining a heavenly chance to rush towards the heavens, becoming 

one of the few top exponents in Soaring Heavens Continent? 

The result was, the minute they had just entered the entrance, the majority of them almost tumbled! 

They had not expected that the interior of the black hole was so black and so dark! 

This darkness was very different from the normal kind of darkness where there was no light. That was 

absolute darkness, a kind of darkness origin which made one feel fear and unease right from their 

bones! 

Even when Huang Yueli just entered this place, there was also a short moment of time when she felt ill 

at ease, what more for these young disciples whose experience and mentality was far worse off than 

hers? 

Many of them stumbled onto the ground as they totally climbed into the mystic region. 

Even if they finally saw light now, there were bouts of disgusted feeling in their stomach as they couldn’t 

stop themselves from throwing up. 

Huang Yueli frowned in disdain, “What’s all these? The smell is really too pungent!” 

Li Moying was also slightly discomforted. In his past life when he was in his Blue Profound Sect, this kind 

of soft-legged prawns who couldn’t even stand up from such a small matter would have been kicked out 

of his sect long ago, what more about letting them enter the mystic region? 

Celestial Light Sect and Green Cloud Sect indeed couldn’t be compared to Sky Emperor City’s real 

powerhouses. The quality of their disciples were indeed on different grades. 

“If you feel disgusted, then don’t look. Let’s find a quiet place to settle down for a bit!” 

Li Moying tugged Huang Yueli along, as he wanted to leave. 

Whoever knew, someone had seen them and shouted out loudly, “Eldest Senior Brother! Don’t go! How 

could you leave alone? I want to follow you guys!” 

The two of them turned around and looked to discover that the person who spoke was Murong Ni 

whom they had not seen for quite a long time! 



Ever since they parted ways in Dark Moon Forest the last time, Murong Ni had something against her 

conscience hence she didn’t dare to appear in front of Li Moying. 

Especially after Huang Yueli and Li Moying returned, displaying her powerful armament refining and 

cultivation innate talent, Murong Ni felt that all the more she couldn’t afford to offend her hence she 

didn’t dared to find any trouble for Huang Yueli, hiding behind Murong Fei’s back to urge her on. 

Alas, even Murong Fei wasn’t Haung Yueli’s match. 

If it was usual times, Murong Ni would absolutely not dare to provoke Huang Yueli and the rest but 

unfortunately it was different this time round. As one of the practitioners who were allowed to enter 

the mystic region, her potential was one of the lowest among the rest and Murong Ni was very worried 

that she was not able to leave the mystic region safely. 

Especially when she went through the black hole earlier, she had already experienced such a horrifying 

scene and Murong Ni almost couldn’t make it in time to enter the mystic region. She crawled on the 

ground for exactly a quarter of an hour and barely managed to nudge herself in at the very last moment 

just before the entrance closed up! 
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Recalling the scene earlier, Murong Ni was really frightened! 

Because of this, she didn’t care about anything else other than the fact that she must grab hold of Eldest 

Senior Brother’s thigh properly. 

Based on her own potential alone in this mystic region, it really wasn’t anything much and there were 

plenty of chances which she could land herself into danger. But if she could obtain Li Moying’s 

protection, that would be totally different! 

However, even though she had made sound calculations for herself, Li Moying totally didn’t fall into her 

trap. 

He only gave a fleeting glance towards Murong Ni as he said, “Not free!” 

Saying that, he pulled Huang Yueli and was about to set off on his way. 

Murong Ni hurriedly screamed loudly, “Eldest Senior Brother, you cannot leave! Before I entered the 

mystic region, my father had already told me that he will get you to protect me…. and elder sister’s 

safety in the mystic region! How could you not obey my father’s words? You must bring me along!” 

Li Moying gave a cold humpf, “Just based on your guts and you have the cheek to come in for experience 

learning? If you had known this earlier, then you ought to give up your quota to someone else! There 

are plenty of disciples who want to come in! It’s not possible for me to bring you along so just drop the 

matter!” 

Saying that, he totally ignored Murong Ni’s screams as he hurriedly dragged Huang Yueli away. 



Murong Ni was simply so anxious that she was about to cry out loudly as she turned around, “Elder 

Sister, why didn’t you say anything? Eldest Senior Brother he’s really going to leave!” 

Murong Fei was standing by the side watching Murong Ni sprawled on the ground still vomiting and the 

ugly sight of her sobbing as she really didn’t want to admit that she and her were biological sisters. 

She spoke out disdainfully, “Enough, stop crying! Still not embarrassed enough? Since we’ve already 

entered the mystic region, then we’re here for experience learning and not for you to go on a scenic 

tour! There are plenty of chances among danger, so everyone has to rely on oneself!” 

“Elder Sister, don’t you want to go experience learning with Eldest Senior Brother? Are you willing to see 

Eldest Senior Brother bringing that little slut long, behaving intimately?” Murong Ni asked in disbelief. 

Murong Fei’s expression turned slightly ugly. 

Of course she didn’t want to see Huang Yueli and Li Moying behaving intimately! 

Heaven knows just how upset her heart was when she saw the two of them clasping their hands tightly 

and how intimately they conversed with each other! 

But she had entered the mystic region today to achieve something big! She was going to eliminate that 

irritating little slut forever so that she was able to be with Eldest Senior Brother forever! Li Lingchuan 

had already told her that as long as she followed his plan, they would be able to let that little slut have 

no burial ground! 

Thinking of this, Murong Fei forcefully suppressed the jealousy rooted in her heart! 

Forget it, just let that little slut be more complacent for a little while more. Anyway she was going to be 

a dead corpse very soon and she absolutely could not leave this mystic region! 

Eldest Senior Brother… he was going to be hers, Murong Fei’s eventually! 

Murong Fei spoke against her own feelings, “Experience learning is experience learning, raising our own 

potential is more important than anything else! In this mystic region, real chances cannot be shared with 

anyone else, so it’s impossible for top exponents to group up with anyone! Stop thinking too much and 

be off! I am leaving as well!” 

Murong Ni’s eyes widened, “Sister, you…. even you are not going to bring me? Then I… what should I 

do?” 

She had not expected Murong Fei to actually disregard their sisterly relationship, leaving her in the lurch 

over here? 

Murong Fei said, “This is experience learning and not a scenic tour trip! If you’re really afraid then just 

stay here and wait to leave the mystic region after one month! I think it’s pretty safe over here!” 

She couldn’t hold herself back from wanting to harm Huang Yueli now so why would she even be 

bothered with her sister? 
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“Elder Sister, wait, wait for me!” 

Murong Ni kept shouting behind Murong Fei’s back. 

Murong Fei pretended not to hear as she turned around to leave. 

… 

After Huang Yueli and Li Moying left, they could still hear the sister’s arguments faintly. 

Huang Yueli’s brows rose as she stared at the man beside her. 

Li Moying was stared at by her when he suddenly felt a chill running down his spine while asking 

hurriedly, “Li’er, what do you want to say?” 

Huang Yeuli questioned him beamingly, “I’d not expected that you really ignored Murong Ni? I thought 

that…..” 

“Thought what? Thought I would bring her along? Why would I want to bring along an irritating fellow?” 

Li Moying frowned. 

Huang Yueli replied, “Because your Master specially instructed that you must take good care of your 

Junior Sisters so… I thought you probably wouldn’t reject her.” 

Li Moying suddenly thought of something as he lowered his head and met that bright big eyes with its 

black and white part clearly segregated. 

The young lady by his side suddenly kept blinking while bearing an innocent expression, but was unable 

to conceal the joy hidden inside her eyes. 

Li Moying shook his head while laughing, “You ah…. Really a little vinegar jar! If you’re really afraid that 

I’d bring her along, just directly chase her away. Why didn’t you get worked up earlier and only start to 

tease me now?” 

Huang Yueli pouted her lips as she mumbled, “I don’t even know what you’re thinking of isn’t it? She is 

after all your Junior Sister and your Master’s biological daughter. If you long wanted to bring her along, 

how would I dare to go against you…” 

Li Moying saw her pampered and arrogant look as he couldn’t help finding it comical. 

He locked her waist and brought her into his embrace, while leaning near to her ear as he gave a low 

laugh, “Have you even considered the fact that Murong Ni had once tried to assassinate you when your 

ability was still very weak. Although you’ve become strong enough now and not afraid of her taking any 

underhanded methods, how could I possibly place someone who had once harmed you by your side? 

I’ve already given my Master enough face by not going to find trouble for her and yet he still expects me 

to take care of her? How could that even be possible?” 

He stretched out his hand and brushed Huang Yueli’s hair strands gently, “Rest assured, no matter when 

I will take your thoughts as first consideration and if there’s anything which made you dissatisfied, just 

raise your concerns on the spot. I will absolutely not tear down your stage and follow according to my 

wife’s thoughts to handle, alright?” 



Huang Yueli’s heart immediately got lifted up as she revealed a smile. 

But when she met Li Moying’s mocking gaze, she immediately swallowed her laughter as she resumed 

the pampered look. 

“Can do that barely! But I’m not your wife so don’t you go saying I’m your wife!” She put on a solemn 

expression as she said that. 

Li Moying felt that she was just too adorable as he lowered his head and wanted to kiss her. 

Huang Yueli abruptly recalled the fact that they were in the mystic region now and immediately covered 

his lips which was leaning over. 

“Don’t you come over. Brother Mo Yi and the others…. are still watching on from the sides!” 

Li Moying didn’t manage to sneak a kiss successfully so he was extremely disappointed as he frowned 

slightly and straightened his body. 

This time round he had brought ten over people along. 

His Shadow Guards were all fifth stage realm and above and had all been brought along into the Cloudy 

Qilin Mystic Region. 

These people really needed to go through a good round of experience learning. Their abilities in Celestial 

Light Sect indeed wasn’t considered weak but when he returned to Sky Emperor City in future, this 

bunch’s cultivation was not enough at all. 

Although he still had some subordinates in Blue Profound Sect, but fifteen years had already passed and 

no one knew if anything had changed so they might not be as reliable as the current Shadow Guards. 
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Other than that, Luo Jiyun also followed them but the quota he used was one which Murong De had 

reserved for his own disciples. 

For Huang Yueli’s side, the few subordinates she took in didn’t have enough ability hence she only 

brought along Yuan Zeyu. 

Although Yuan Zeyu was only in the fourth stage realm, but he had already undergone Mo Yi’s demonic 

training and also practiced a few Heaven Grade Profound Skills which Huang Yueli had passed down to 

him. His battle power among same levelled practitioners was absolutely first rate. Even if he had to cross 

realms and fought against a fifth stage entry level top expert, he would not be at a disadvantage. 

These people were following Huang Yueli and Li Moying at a distance far away. 

Looking at their intimate exchanges, this bunch of people were long used to it as they started to look up 

into the sky, putting on a “I didn’t see anything” expression. 

Luo Jiyun even laughed as he said, “Eldest Senior Brother, Sister-in-law, the scenery in the mystic region 

is not too bad eh? Ha ha…..” 



The others repeated in agreement, “Yes, yes, the scenery isn’t too bad!” 

Huang Yueli looked at their cover up which only made it look more conspicuous and simply wanted to 

vomit up blood! 

Did they need to be so fake, did they really needed to be so fake?? 

Why don’t they just directly make themselves blind instead? 

Not only was Huang Yueli furious, even Li Moying felt that it was too troublesome to have too many tails 

following behind them. 

He opened his mouth and said, “Alright, since we’ve already entered the mystic region, you guys don’t 

need to follow us around and all split up to find your own experience learning chance!” 

Everyone was stunned but no one made a move at all. 

Mo Yi hesitated for a moment and stood out, “Master, this mystic region is filled with dangers all around 

and if you and Third Miss are alone…. What happens if you meet with danger? Your subordinate is 

worried…..” 

Li Moying said disapprovingly, “If there’s really danger, am I the one who will protect you guys, or you 

guys protect me?” 

Mo Yi and the rest were rendered speechless. 

Having an abnormally powerful Master was an embarrassing thing….. he had trained so hard to 

overcome all the difficulties and finally completed the Shadow Guards training but in the end he 

discovered that he became his future Mistress’s errand boy and underling… 

Li Moying continued, “This time it’s a rare chance to enter the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region. In this kind of 

ancient mystic region, chances are everywhere but however much you can reap from it will depend on 

your own fate! I brought you guys in not so that you can follow and protect me, but in the hope that you 

can all raise your own abilities! What I want is not underlings nor errand boys but Shadow Guards with 

real abilities, do you understand?” 

Everyone shivered as they hurriedly responded, “Yes!” 

“All of you go on your own experience learning and don’t group up together. Lone experience learning 

will reap the greatest chance. Jiyun you too leave on your own. You have the Sect’s aid token and if you 

really meet danger, just shoot out the token and I will go to save you.” 

Luo Jiyun immediately replied, “Eldest Senior Brother, just rest assured and go on with lil Sister-in-law. 

This isn’t my first time out gaining experience so I can take care of myself!” 

Li Moying waved his hand and those little tails behind them instantly dispersed. Within a few breaths of 

time, they had all completely disappeared without a trace. 

Huang Yueli gasped with amazement as she sighed, “Young Sect Master Li, your level of conning people 

really make me respect you!” 

Li Moying gave a soft snort as his gaze fell onto her fair delicate face. 



“Why? Where did I say wrongly? My original intentions were for their own good!” 

Huang Yueli blinked, “Really? I thought you despised them for being too irritating!” 

“Since you know about it…” 

Li Moying smiled slightly as he lowered his head and placed his lips onto hers. 
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“Quickly look, there’s a plot of Extreme Fiery Obsidian Stone mine! Let’s hurry over, I want to collect all 

of it! This is an eighth tier ore, and there’s so many of it!! I want to bring everything back!!” 

Huang Yueli pointed to a little mountain not too far away as she cried out in excitement and when Li 

Moying wasn’t paying attention, she slipped away from him as she lifted her dress hem, running off 

swiftly. 

Li Moying chased up to her within a few steps and held her gently into his embrace, “Why did you run 

off so quickly? Aren’t you a little too careless! It’s not your first time entering a mystic region for 

experience learning. Being so careless, beware that you fall into some trap.” 

Huang Yueli replied disapprovingly, “Aiya, how could that be? I’ve read about the relative introductions 

in ancient manuals records on this Extreme Fiery Obsidian Stone. Although the level of this mine is 

extremely high, but there aren’t many magical beasts hanging in wait nearby because the ore itself 

contains a powerful quantity of fire attributed energy and if it wasn’t ninth grade magical beasts and 

above, they totally couldn’t take it! Only fire attributed practitioners who have ninth grade talent are 

able to get close to it!” 

Saying that, she pushed aside her sticky fiancé. 

“Alright, I’m off to gather the ores. Relax, based on my fire attributed innate talent, gathering the 

Extreme Fiery Obsidian Stones is super safe so just wait here for me!” 

After Huang Yueli completed what she had to say, she didn’t even took another look at Li Moying as she 

sped off impatiently towards the ore mine. 

In her eyes, there was no longer the existence of a fiancé as her entire heart and eyes were filled with 

her beloved armament refining materials. 

Li Moying’s expression instantly went stiff as his lips twitched, feeling both melancholic and helpless. 

Practically fifteen years had passed by but her Li’er was still exactly the same as in her past life! 

For a little armament refining material, she could totally ignore a glamourous handsome male, which 

directly gave a psychological blow to a man’s confidence! 

Wasn’t it just some pieces of broken stones? Would flowers even grow out from it? It actually made his 

fiancée shift her affections away from him? 

Li Moying gazed at the ore mine as though he was looking at a living ‘third party’! 



He was melancholic for a while but very unfortunately, Huang Yueli had totally sprawled herself on the 

ore mine, starting to dig out pieces and pieces of ore stone, totally not free to notice him. 

Li Moying could only chase up to her swiftly as he proactively leaned in close to his fiancée to fawn upon 

her. 

“Li’er, let me help you! How do I get this ore stone out? Directly knock the entire piece off?” 

Huang Yueli was dumbstruck for a moment, apparently not expecting that he would appear at this place. 

“You… wait, why are you here?” 

Li Moying saw that she finally was willing to look at him straight in his eyes as he couldn’t help but gave 

a smile, “Why can’t I be here?” 

Huang Yueli frowned, “Haven’t I said this earlier? The ancient records mentioned that only ninth grade 

fire attributed innate talent practitioners could get close to the Extreme Fiery Obsidian Stone mine. 

Could there be a recording error in the ancient records?” 

Li Moying’s lips curled slightly, “The ancient records didn’t record it wrongly.” 

“Then how did you…..” Huang Yueli was stunned as she swiftly regained her senses, “Wait, don’t tell me 

you also have ninth grade fire attributed innate talent!” 

Li Moying gave a soft laugh, “Why? You are a complete attribute ninth grade talent so why isn’t it 

possible that I have ninth grade fire attributed innate talent?” 

“But, but….” Huang Yueli’s eyes grew wide. 

Li Moying didn’t say anything wrong. The talents under the heavens were not just confined to her and Li 

Moying’s innate talent was so abnormal, so whatever happened was considered as normal… 
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However, she still found it strange! 

“But I have a Flame Spirit Physique, rumoured to be a rare innate talent physique in God Realm so that 

was why I have a complete attribute ninth grade innate talent. Then you…. could it also be another kind 

of Spirit Physique?” 

Huang Yuelu kept thinking and found this to be the most possible case as she pursued it in curiosity. 

Her sudden large eyes were bright and crystal clear, as she stared intently at Li Moying, making that 

man’s heart swayed. 

However, he shrugged his shoulders, “I don’t know!” 

“Don’t know??” 

Li Moying replied, “I’m not like you, after your rebirth you adopted an ancient spiritual beast as a 

spiritual beast and even obtained God Realm’s cultivation method. After I woke up, I had no memories 



from my past life and was totally clueless about my own innate talent. I only know that ever since my 

Master brought me back to Celestial Light Sect, my cultivation speed has always been extraordinarily 

fast, even faster than in my past life! Moreover I could acquire whatever attribute Profound Skills easily, 

but I still prefer thunder attributed cultivation methods.” 

Huang Yueli was dumbstruck, “So you are majoring in thunder attributed cultivation methods now 

purely because of the influence from your past life, liking the thunder attribute the most?” 

Li Moying replied, “You can put it in that way…” 

Huang Yeuli stared at him for half a day before spitting out the words, “Abnormal pervert!” 

She thought that her own innate talent was already ridiculous enough and had not expected that her 

own fiancé would actually be even more ridiculous than her by ten thousand times! 

In this way, his complete attribute innate talent was likely much higher than ninth grade? 

Was this possible? Was it something which humans could possibly derive at? 

Just as Huang Yueli was in a daze, she suddenly sensed a burst of scorching breath nearing her. 

Li Moying leaned in and secretly kissed her. Discovering her still shocked expression, he was feeling 

rather delighted in his heart. 

This was the first time his Li’er had actually forgot totally about the armament refining materials and just 

used all her might to stare at him, displaying an extreme admiration expression towards him. 

He had met tons of women who admired him but only Huang Yueli’s faze made him felt so complacent. 

“I know you like a pervert like me but didn’t you say you wanted to gather these ores? Still not going to 

grab hold of time tightly? In another four hours or lesser, the sky is going to turn dark.” 

Hearing Li Moying words, Huang Yueli abruptly realised, “Ahhhh, I actually forgot my ore stones!” 

She turned her head backwards as she immodestly told Li Moying, “Since you are not repelled by it, then 

don’t be lazy and come over to help! See those faint white patterns on those black obsidian stones? It 

looks unclear but against the sunlight, you can see the silver strands. Follow those patterns and inject 

fire attributed Profound Energy and the ore will be separated and dropped down. Then place all the 

pieces into your space! That’ll do! Quick, you’re not allowed to be lazy!” 

After she finished instructing him, she totally ignored Li Moying and continued to busy herself with 

digging ores. 

Li Moying followed behind her without any complaints despite the hardships and criticism as he helped 

her dig the entire hill empty. 

After they finished digging the ores, Huang Yueli finally left in satisfaction. 

But halfway on their route, she suddenly appeared slightly disappointed. 

“This time we have gained quite a bit… this Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region seemed a little too safe and a 

little too quiet! Not only are there not many dangers, there aren’t many chances as well. Other than the 



picturesque scenery, it didn’t seem as though there’s any special points…. Hadn’t Green Cloud Sect’s 

people said that this was a mystic region which was passed down from several thousand years ago? 

Could they be lying to us?” 
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If these words of hers fell onto those disciples who had entered the mystic region, they would absolutely 

throw up blood on the spot! 

Because Huang Yueli and Li Moying had already collected many treasures on their way. 

For example the Extreme Fiery Obsidian Stone mine, that was priceless and just one small piece of ore in 

Sky Emperor City’s auctions would be auctioned at an astonishing heavenly price! 

Whereas this kind of ore mine, Huang Yueli had already dug several of it in the past few days. 

To ordinary disciples, even if they picked up a piece of eighth grade ore was already considered as a 

huge chance! 

Li Moying on the other hand had smoothly killed several eighth grade magical beasts and removed its 

magical beast core. He also passed the assessment at another underground palace which the forefathers 

had left behind, obtaining an entire set of heaven grade upper level cultivation methods. 

Just casually walking around was a huge chance. 

But eighth grade magical beasts to ordinary disciples were absolutely a life and death huge crisis! There 

was a ninety nine percent chance that they would lose their lives if they met with it! 

In the end, in Huang Yueli’s words, it was “both safe and no chances around”. 

However, Li Moying understood what she was thinking, “That’s right, this place is indeed a little too 

quiet. Perhaps it is because we had been travelling around the outer boundary. The real chances in the 

mystic regions are usually in the centre. Only, are you sure that you want us to proceed to the centre 

region?” 

Huang Yueli hesitated for a moment, ” We can get a little closer towards the centre but not really enter 

it. After all, our abilities this time round aren’t really adequate…” 

She was a little unreconciled but she had no choice but to consider the practicability of the problem. 

In the past when she and Mu Chengying entered mystic regions, both of them were both at ninth stage 

realm cultivations and their potentials were simply tyrannical so naturally they had nothing to fear. 

But this time, they were just at seventh stage realm and fifth stage realm. The disparity in their abilities 

was indeed a little too large and if they just ran in abruptly, it wasn’t just a risk, it was to send 

themselves to death. 

The both of them were conversing when they suddenly heard a burst of thunder like loud sound in the 

sky. 



At the same time, far away in the mountains, a bolt of blinding bright light shone, lighting up the entire 

sky until it turned as bright as daylight! 

That bolt of strong light lasted briefly and after a few breaths, it started to dim. 

Huang Yueli’s eyes lit up, “Quickly look over there! This kind of abnormality, a rare treasure must be 

appearing! Let’s go over quickly to take a look!” 

Li Moying nodded as he chased up to her. 

Their footsteps were rather fast but there was no way to use transportation tools such as flying ships to 

replace their legs and as they were very far away from the location where the bright light shone, they 

practically had to travel at least half of the mystic region. Hence although they tried their best to rush 

over, they also spent roughly one and a half days’ time. 

By the time the both of them had reached the anticipated location, they saw quite a number of people 

who had gathered nearby. 

Other than a few minority, a large portion of Celestial Light Sect and Green Cloud Sect’s disciples had 

already appeared at the ground level of the mountain. 

Everyone were disciples of a large Sect so they had more or less heard of the strange occurrences which 

might appear when a rare treasure appeared. From the strange occurrences that had happened, their 

first reaction was — there’s a huge chance! 

Hence everyone rushed over to this place and those who couldn’t come were either trapped 

somewhere or they were just too far away so they hadn’t arrived. 

As the ground level of the mountain was very near the entrance of the mystic region, many of them had 

been lingering nearby, not daring to travel further away hence they had all reached pretty early. 

After they arrived, they saw the ground level filled with people, and very naturally, they segregated into 

two groups according to their Sects. 

Chapter 1429: Rare Treasure appears (4) 

 

By the time Huang Yueli and Li Moying arrived, both Sects had been in a stalemate for quite a period of 

time. 

They already heard the argument coming from the ground level when they were still quite a distance 

away. 

“This cave dwelling is obviously discovered by our Celestial Light Sect disciples so what right do you 

Green Cloud Sect have to stick a pole into, thinking of snatching the treasure?” Luo Jiyun’s voice was 

heard. 

Immediately following that, Fang Shaoning’s cold laughter was heard. 

“What a joke! You had indeed discovered the cave dwelling but have you successfully entered it? Have 

you gotten the rare treasure in it? All the treasures in this Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region don’t belong to 



anyone so the one with the most ability gets it! You don’t have the ability and can’t enter and yet you’re 

not allowing others to enter?” 

Luo Jiyun was obviously upset by that, “For you to know that there’s a treasure here is all because our 

people had activated the array on the outer boundary isn’t it? If not for this, there wouldn’t be that 

blinding strong light at all!” 

“So what about it? You guys can’t enter and activated the array which could only mean that you’re all 

useless! Since you don’t have the ability then stop wasting time! Scram to one side and don’t make us 

deal with you!” 

Fang Shaoning was totally immodest as he spoke. 

Originally when they were outside the mystic region, although the two Sects were having a competing 

relationship, but due to reputation, they couldn’t openly provoke the other party nor attack them. 

But now that they were in the mystic region, there were no outsiders around while the temptation of 

the rare treasure was placed right in front of them. 

This round, both Sects had completely tore their faces as they prepared to let their fists do the talking! 

Luo Jiyun also realised that talking reason was useless as he was so angry that he started trembling, “You 

all…. simply bullying others intolerably!” 

Fang Shaoning gave a chilly smile, “Mister Luo, you’re not young anymore so how could you so be naïve? 

Whoever’s ability is stronger will obtain more resources, this is originally Soaring Heavens Continent’s 

survival rule! We are bullying intolerably? It’s obvious that Celestial Light Sect has more people but 

unfortunately your potential is so weak. If I were you, I would not have the face to stay on any further! 

Quickly scram!” 

Hearing such intense arguing, Huang Yueli turned her head in astonishment as she exchanged glances 

with Li Moying and the both of them quickly hastened up their footsteps. 

When they got nearer, they discovered that the scene had evidently just turned into a battle ground. 

Green Cloud Sect’s people were much lesser while Celestial Light Sect’s disciples were much more. 

However, the majority of those who were laid on the ground with serious injury and not being able to 

get up were mostly Celestial Light Sect’s disciples. 

Even Luo Jiyun sustained a heavy injury as the blood on the wounds on his body kept flowing. 

It was obvious that even though Green Cloud Sect’s numbers were lesser, but their overall combat 

abilities were much higher than Celestial Light Sect’s. 

Green Cloud Sect’s total combat ability was on a higher rung and included the fact that the two Sect’s 

top battle powers were not present. 

On Green Cloud Sect’s side, other than Leng Yi Feng alone, the other top experts in their Sect were all 

present. 



But Celestial Light Sect was short of quite a number of people. Li Moying, Huang Yeuli, Murong Fei, Li 

Lingchuan were all not present. Even Mo Yi, Mo Er and the rest had not arrived in time so there was only 

Luo Jiyun alone who pitifully tried to hold up the scenario, so he totally couldn’t hang on for long. 

Luo Jiyun was ridiculed by Fang Shaoning so much that even his nose turned crooked! 

The problem was he couldn’t find any words to rebuke at all! 

Because what Fang Shaoning said was the truth. 

Celestial Light Sect’s disciples were at least double of Green Cloud Sect’s but in the earlier intense battle, 

Celestial Light Sect was totally not their match as they were beaten pants down. 

Chapter 1430: Rare Treasure appears (5) 

 

Celestial Light Sect was short of top levelled talented practitioners and no matter how many ordinary 

disciples they had, it was of no use. 

But if they wanted to make Luo Jiyun leave like that, he wouldn’t feel resigned at all! 

This cave dwelling was discovered by him and a few other Celestial Light Sect’s disciples. In order to 

enter it, they tried various methods and in the end they accidentally triggered the mechanism hence 

attracting so many people. 

They had already wasted four to five days time here and was just one step away from success but now 

someone else had stuck their leg in to pick up the advantages! How would they feel reconciled? 

Luo Jiyun clenched his teeth as he stared at Fang Shaoning, “You… Fang Shaoning, don’t be too 

complacent for now! Earlier that burst of bright light was earth shattering so it’s not possible that only 

you guys saw it. The top experts in our Sect are definitely on their way here. If Eldest Senior Brother 

appears, he will definitely not let you off!” 

Fang Shaoning heard what he said and couldn’t help but start bursting out in laughter. 

“Hahaha, Luo Jiyun, your joke is very funny! Young Sect Master Li’s ability is indeed strong enough but 

he hasn’t reached yet so he must be trapped somewhere. This Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region is so big so 

who knows what could have happened? Moreover speaking, by the time he arrives, I’d have gotten the 

treasure in the cave dwelling so where would he go to find me?” 

Green Cloud Sect’s other disciples all started laughing. 

“Isn’t that so? This bunch of Celestial Light Sect trash only knows how to rely on Li Moying alone! 

Leaving Li Moying, they’re no different from a homeless dog!” 

“Unfortunately this is the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region, not Celestial Light Sect! Would Li Moying be able 

to rush over to save your life?” 

“Rather than waiting for Li Moying to arrive, why not you guys kowtow to us now. Perhaps we might 

even leave those treasures left over for you!” 



Fang Shaoning said, “Alright, stop the nagging. If you’re not going to leave, then I’d really not maintain 

this politeness anymore!” 

Luo Jiyun clenched his teeth tightly but in the end he was still prepared to leave. 

He himself wasn’t afraid of a life and death struggle but so many of his comrades were seriously injured 

so he simply couldn’t disregard their life and death. 

Just as Luo Jiyun was about to turn around and leave, he suddenly saw from the corner of his eye, in the 

frontal right direction of the forest, two figures walked out slowly. 

His eyes immediately widened with astonishment as he froze there and then. 

“Why are you not leaving? Need us to send you off?” Fang Shaoning totally didn’t detect anything amiss. 

Luo Jiyun suddenly gave a cry of surprise as he shouted out, “Eldest Senior Brother! Sister-in-law! You’re 

finally here!” 

For him to see their timely appearance now, Luo Jiyun was simply so touched that he was going to cry. 

Fang Shaoning and the rest had their backs facing Li Moying originally so they didn’t notice his existence. 

But on hearing Luo Jiyun’s screech, everyone’s faces started to reveal a shocked and fearful expression! 

As the saying went, a man’s name, a tree’s shadow. 

They had not even seen a fragment of Li Moying’s shadow and just from hearing his name, they were all 

so scared that their sweat started trickling down. 

“You… don’t even think of scaring me! How could Li Moying suddenly appear out of nowhere so 

coincidentally?” 

Fang Shaoning thought something was amiss and immediately calmed himself down, ascertaining that it 

must be Luo Jiyun’s scheme to get out of this difficult situation. 

However, the last note of his sentence had just fallen when a familiar mellow man’s voice rang from 

behind his back. 

“How do you know that it is not possible for this Lord to appear here?” 

That biting cold, mighty, unexcelled voice sounded so familiar that no one would ever get it wrong. 

Green Cloud Sect’s disciples all abruptly had a change of colours as their complexions turned extremely 

pale in an instant! 

 


